Recently 
Introduction.
We shall establish uniqueness criteria for the Cauchy problem (1) (d/dt)u(t) = fit, uit)), Let X be the antidual of X, i.e., the space of all continuous antilinear (or conjugate linear) functionals on X. The image of x e X under <p € X will be denoted by (x, <p). For each x e X let }(x) be the (nonempty)
set of all rp e X for which (x, rp) = ||x||2 = ||</>||2. A duality map of X is a function j: X -> X such that j(x) e ](x) for each x e X.
We shall rely on the following simple but useful observation of T. Kato [6, p. 510 ].
Lemma. Suppose u has a weak derivative u'(s) € X at t = s, and suppose ||a(.)|| is differentiable at t = s. Then
for each cp e jiuis)). 
Claim. (d/dt)\\u(t) -v(t)\\ < t~l\\u(t) -v(t)\\ a.e. in [0, c).

This is immediate for a.e. / for which u(t) 4 v(t). For a.e. t £ [0, c) for which u(t) = v(t) we have u'(t) = v (t) by (ii), and (d/dt)\\u(t) -v(t)\\ = lim h-l\\u(t + k)-v(t + h)\\ fc -0 + = lim \\h-l(u(t + h)-u(t))-h-l(v(t + h)-v(t))\\ =0,
and thus our Claim is proved. is a duality map for the real or complex space Lpi£l) on an arbitrary measure space Q. for 1 < p < oc" For a brief discussion of duality maps in Orlicz spaces, see [4] . 
From the Claim it follows that (d/dt)(t~ \\u(t) -v(t)\\
